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dynamic list commitment (dlc)
(aka tamper-evident log [CW’09])

(aka authenticated data structure [AGT’01,PSTY’13])
(aka rolling hash chain or Merkle tree [M’89])
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security
ability to carry out


DemoInconsistent, ProveAppend, and ProveIncl ⇒ 

consistency

unforgeability of

DemoInconsistent, DemoNotIncl*, and signature scheme ⇒ 


non-frameability

ability to carry out DemoNotIncl* ⇒ 

accountability

*uses pledged version in which Auditor keeps track of failed events 

 and gossips about them with Monitor to produce new type of evidence
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Full version: eprint.iacr.org/2016/915
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Append(         ,c12) = H(e4||(H(e3)||c12))e3 e4

ProveAppend
CheckAppend

ProveIncl
CheckIncl

e1 e2 e3 e4

CheckAppend(c12,c1234,         ) = (c1234 = Append(         ,c12))e3 e4e3 e4

Com(          ) = H(e2||H(e1))e1 e2

CheckCom(c,         ) = (c = H(e2||H(e1)))e1 e2

ProveAppend(c12,c1234,                  ) = e3 e4e1 e2 e3 e4

ProveIncl(c1234,e3,                  ) = (c12,     )e1 e2 e3 e4 e4

basic all events? specific event?



30

dynamic list commitment (dlc)

Com

e1 e2

CheckCom
Append

Append(         ,c12) = H(e4||(H(e3)||c12))e3 e4

ProveAppend
CheckAppend

ProveIncl
CheckIncl

e1 e2 e3 e4

CheckAppend(c12,c1234,         ) = (c1234 = Append(         ,c12))e3 e4e3 e4

Com(          ) = H(e2||H(e1))e1 e2

CheckCom(c,         ) = (c = H(e2||H(e1)))e1 e2

ProveAppend(c12,c1234,                  ) = e3 e4e1 e2 e3 e4

ProveIncl(c1234,e3,                  ) = (c12,     )e1 e2 e3 e4 e4

CheckIncl(c1234,e3,(c12,     )) = CheckAppend(c12,c1234,         )e4 e3 e4

basic all events? specific event?


